
 

 

SHADOWS 

Alt-Tab Bypass: This feature allows you to alt-tab out of a game in SQUAD BATTLES mode without pausing 

the game. Simply activate it whenever you want to use it. 

Timed Finishing: This feature allows you to have only green timed shots when you double tap. Simply activate 

it whenever you want to use it. 

AI vs Opponent: This feature allows the AI to play for you in Ultimate Team mode. To activate it, go to the 

Ultimate Team menu and select it. Keep in mind that the difficulty of the AI will be based on the quality of your 

team and tactics. 

Assisted Through Pass: To activate this feature, start an online match, go to settings, controller settings, and 

activate it from the options menu. Then unpause the match and it will be activated. Keep in mind that you need 

to disable it after every match and repeat the process for each match you want to use it. This option will make 

your through passes assisted instead of semi-assisted. 

Legacy Defending: To activate this feature, start an online match, go to settings, controller settings, and activate 

it from the options menu. Then unpause the match and it will be activated. Keep in mind that you need to disable 

it after every match and repeat the process for each match you want to use it. This option will make your 2nd 

player press the opponent when you defend by holding the shoot button. A green triangle will also appear above 

your player's head. If you activate it at the wrong time, you may get disconnected before the match starts, so be 

careful. 

Freeze Ball: This feature can only be activated in SQUAD BATTLES mode. It will freeze the ball 15-20m in the 

air, so no players can touch it and you can go away from keyboard (AFK). 

4 Minutes Half SB: This feature can only be activated in SQUAD BATTLES mode. It will make the match end 

in 8 minutes instead of 12 minutes. Keep in mind that sometimes the EA servers may not process your request 

and you may be kicked out of the UT, but your account will not be at risk. 

5 Stars Weakfoot/Skillmoves: This feature can be activated in the ULTIMATE TEAM MENU. It will make all 

your players have 5 stars weak foot and skill moves. 

Full Traits: This feature can be activated in the ULTIMATE TEAM MENU. It will make all your players have 

all possible traits (e.g. Outside foot shoot). 

Full Chemistry: This feature can be activated in the ULTIMATE TEAM MENU. It will make all your players 

have the same flag, resulting in full chemistry. 

Skip Pack Animation: This feature can be enabled in the ULTIMATE TEAM MENU. It will allow you to skip 

the pack animation. 

High Attacking/Defending Workrates: This feature can be enabled in the ULTIMATE TEAM MENU. It will 

make all your players have high/high workrates, which means they will be all over the pitch, but it will also make 

you more exposed on defence if you're not careful. 

The Division SPOOFER feature allows players to choose any division in Ultimate Team. By spoofing to a lower 

division, elite players will no longer play against other elite players, but instead, will compete against players in 

that lower division to grind wins. It's important to note that if a player wins a match and is not in an elite division, 

it will still count towards promotion to a higher division. Additionally, elite players will not gain elite points, but 

they will gain wins for weekly rewards or objectives. 



 

 

The Kick OPPONENT: feature enables players to kick their opponent during a match. It is recommended to 

only use this feature in WL matches and not in rivals or draft. If a player is winning and chooses to kick their 

opponent, the match will be canceled, and the player will receive a win. However, if the player is losing, the 

match will be canceled and no win will be awarded. 

The Teleport IT: feature allows players to choose the side they want to score on after a match has started. To 

use this feature, players should click on Teleport IT and keep the DC remote player and RESTORE IT options 

activated at all times. This feature can only be used in WL/FRIENDLIES matches and not in rivals or draft. 

The Always Win: feature can be activated in the ULTIMATE TEAM MENU. This feature automatically 

teleports the ball to the player's side during a match, however, it may not work for all players. 

The 99 stats PRO CLUBS/SEASONS: feature allows players to have 99 stats in SEASONS MODE. However, 

in pro clubs, players need to be the captain to have 99 stats. It's important to note that this feature only works in 

ULTIMATE TEAM MODE, and players may get kicked if they use it against PC players. 

The Unlimited Pro Clubs Skill Points: feature can be activated in pro clubs mode, and players' points will not 

drop when they spend points on their skill tree. 

The 5WEAK FOOT/SKILL MOVES SEASON: feature can be activated in seasons mode, and all players will 

have 5 stars weak foot and skill moves in this mode. 


